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The Palestine Royal Commission, commonly known as the Peel Commission, was a royal 
commission that recommended a partition of mandatory Palestine into a Jewish State, an 
Arab State, and a part to remain under British control. It prepared a report of over 400 pages. 
First, the Commission reviewed the history and present circumstances of Palestine, in 
particular the Arab rebellion that started in the previous year. Their conclusions and 
recommendations about that appeared in Chapter XIX, pages 363–368. Then the Commission 
presented its plan for a partition. The conclusions of that section appeared in Chapter XXIII, 
pages 394–396. Both chapters are included here other than cross-references to other 
chapters of the report which have been removed. 

XXIII. CONCLUSION. 

1. "Half a loaf is better than no bread" is a peculiarly English proverb; and, considering the 
attitude which both the Arab and the Jewish representatives adopted in giving evidence 
before us, we think it improbable that either party will be satisfied at first sight with the 
proposals we have submitted for the adjustment of their rival claims. For Partition means that 
neither will get all it wants. It means that the Arabs must acquiesce in the exclusion from their 
sovereignty of a piece of territory, long occupied and once ruled by them. It means that the 
Jews must be content with less than the Land of Israel they once ruled and have hoped to rule 
again. But it seems to us possible that on reflection both parties will come to realize that the 
drawbacks of Partition are outweighed by its advantages. For, if it offers neither party all it 
wants, if offers each what it wants most, namely freedom and security. 

2. The advantages to the Arabs of Partition on the lines we have proposed may be summarized 
as follows:— 

(i) They obtain their national independence and can cooperate on an equal footing 
with the Arabs of the neighbouring countries in the cause of Arab unity and progress. 
(ii) They are finally delivered from the fear of being "swamped" by the Jews and from 
the possibility of ultimate subjection to Jewish rule. 
(iii) In particular, the final limitation of the Jewish National Home within a fixed 
frontier and the enactment of a new Mandate for the protection of the Holy Places, 
solemnly guaranteed by the League of Nations, removes all anxiety lest the Holy 
Places should ever come under Jewish control. 
(iv) As a set-off to the loss of territory the Arabs regard as theirs the Arab State will 
receive a subvention from the Jewish state. It will also, in view of the backwardness 
of Trans-Jordan, obtain a grant of ₤2,000,000 from the British Treasury; and, if an 
arrangement can be made for the exchange of land and population, a further grant 
will be made for the conversion, as far as may prove possible, of uncultivable land in 
the Arab State into productive land from which the cultivators and the State alike will 
profit. 

3. The advantages of Partition to the Jews may be summarized as follows:— 

(i) Partition secures the establishment of the Jewish National Home and relieves it 
from the possibility of its being subjected in the future to Arab rule. 
(ii) Partition enables the Jews in the fullest sense to call their National Home their 
own: for it converts it into a Jewish State. Its citizens will be able to admit as many 



Jews into it as they themselves believe can be absorbed. They will attain the primary 
objective of Zionism—a Jewish nation, planted in Palestine, giving its nationals the 
same status in the world as other nations give theirs. They will cease at last to live a 
"minority life." 

4. To both Arabs and Jews Partition offers a prospect—and we see no such prospect in any 
other policy—of obtaining the inestimable boon of peace. It is surely worth some sacrifice on 
both sides if the quarrel which the Mandate started could be ended with its termination. It is 
not a natural or old-standing feud. An able Arab exponent of the Arab case told us that the 
Arabs throughout their history have not only been free from anti-Jewish sentiment but have 
also shown that the spirit of compromise is deeply rooted in their life. And he went on to 
express his sympathy with the fate of the Jews in Europe. "There is no decent-minded person," 
he said, "who would not want to do everything humanly possible to relieve the distress of 
those persons," provided that it was "not at the cost of inflicting a corresponding distress on 
another people." Considering what the possibility of finding a refuge in Palestine means to 
many thousands of suffering Jews, we cannot believe that the "distress" occasioned by 
Partition, great as it would be, is more than Arab generosity can bear. And in this, as in so 
much else connected with Palestine, it is not only the peoples of that country that have to be 
considered. The Jewish Problem is not the least of the many problems which are disturbing 
international relations at this critical time and obstructing the path to peace and prosperity. 
If the Arabs at some sacrifice could help to solve that problem, they would earn the gratitude 
not of the Jews alone but of all the Western World. 

5. There was a time when Arab statesmen were willing to concede little Palestine to the Jews, 
provided that the rest of Arab Asia were free. That condition was not fulfilled then, but it is on 
the eve of fulfilment now. In less than three years’ time all the wide Arab area outside 
Palestine between the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean will be independent, and, if 
Partition is adopted, the greater part of Palestine will be independent too. 

6. There is no need to stress the advantage to the British people of a settlement in Palestine. 
We are bound to honour to the utmost of our power the obligations we undertook in the 
exigencies of war towards the Arabs and the Jews. When those obligations were incorporated 
in the Mandate, we did not fully realize the difficulties of the task it laid on us. We have tried 
to overcome them, not always with success. They have steadily become greater till now they 
seem almost insuperable. Partition offers a possibility of finding a way through them, a 
possibility of obtaining a final solution of the problem which does justice to the rights and 
aspirations of both the Arabs and the Jews and discharges the obligations we undertook 
towards them twenty years ago to the fullest extent that is practicable in the circumstances 
of the present time. 

7. Nor is it only the British people, nor only the nations which conferred the Mandate or 
approved it, who are troubled by what has happened and is happening in Palestine. 
Numberless men and women all over the world would feel a sense ‘of deep relief if somehow 
an end could be put to strife and bloodshed in a thrice hallowed land. 

 


